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Director Aug 06 2020 Explains the educational requirements, duties, workplace, salary, and employment
opportunities of the job of director, discussing stage work, movies, television, and radio.
Executive Director's Monthly Report to the Colorado River Board of California
Nov 28 2019
Annual Report of the Director to the Board of Governors
Sep 26 2019
Report of the Fuel Research Board
Jun 03 2020
The Gentleman and Cabinet-Maker's Director
Sep 30 2022 Designs for architectural features and furniture items
ranging from a doric column to an ornate mantelpiece are featured in this facsimile of the English cabinetmaker's
1762 catalogue
Theater Games for Rehearsal
May 27 2022 This handbook guides directors and their companies step-by-step through
all phases of the rehearsal period. Distilling her lifetime of experience in the theater, Spolin shows in easy-to-follow
detail how her techniques can be used for a variety of theater situations.
So You Want to be a Theatre Director?
Feb 09 2021 A hands-on, step-by-step guide to directing plays--by one of
Britain's leading theatre directors.
Becoming an Actor's Director
Mar 13 2021 The collaboration of director and actor is the cornerstone of narrative
filmmaking. This book provides the director with a concrete step-by-step guide to preparation that connects the
fundamentals of film-script analysis with the actor's process of preparation. This book starts with how to identify the
overall scope of a project from the creative perspective of the director as it relates to guiding an actor, before
providing a blueprint for preparation that includes script analysis, previsualization, and procedures for rehearsal and
capture. This methodology allows the director to uncover the similarities and differences between actor and director
in their preparation to facilitate the development of a collaborative dialogue. Featuring chapter-by-chapter exercises
and assignments throughout, this book provides a method that enables the director to be present during every stage
of production and seamlessly move from prep to filming, while guiding the actor to their best performances. Written
in a clear and concise manner, it is ideal for students of directing, early career, and self-taught directors, as well as
cinematographers, producers, or screenwriters looking to turn their hand to directing for the first time.
Confirmation of the Director and Deputy Director of the Office of Management and Budget
Oct 20 2021
The Christmas Lamb
Apr 13 2021 This charming and humorous story chronicles the adventures of Shepherd Boy
and his companion, Little Lamb, as they tour the seven continents of the world in search of the newborn King. Isaiah
prophecies provide clues along the way as adorable animal characters join their journey. Reproducible program,
costuming, staging and movement suggestions included in Director's Score. Fully-orchestrated recordings by Alan
Billingsley. Grades K-8, approx. 25 minutes.
The Director Dec 10 2020 A MAN WITH SOMETHING TO CHANGE. Graham Weber, the new director of the CIA, is
tasked with revolutionising an agency in crisis. Never intimidated by a challenge, Weber intends to do just that. A
HACKER WITH SOMETHING TO EXPOSE. Weber's task greatens when a young computer genius approaches the CIA
with proof their systems have been compromised. There is a breach. There is a mole. A WOMAN WITH SOMETHING
TO PROVE. The agent who takes this walk-in is K. J. Sandoval - a frustrated yet ambitious base chief desperate to
prove her worth to the agency and its new director. Weber must move quickly. And he must choose his allies
carefully, if he is to succeed in identifying an enemy that is inside the gates, and out to destroy him.
Annual Report of the Director of the Mint
Nov 08 2020
Director Growth Critical Questions Skills Assessment
Sep 18 2021 You want to know how to focus on the pieces of

your business that can drive growth and differentiation. In order to do that, you need the answer to does your
organization have any business growth plan? The problem is will the software scale to support business growth in
the short to medium term, which makes you feel asking does your business offer opportunities for employee growth
and advancement? We believe there is an answer to problems like what challenges has the business growth created.
We understand you need to position your business for growth during a downturn which is why an answer to 'are
goals set for business segments to drive revenue growth or cost savings?' is important. Here's how you do it with
this book: 1. Architect the business model to deliver recurring revenue growth and profitability 2. Architect the
business model that delivers recurring revenue growth and profitability 3. Make it better manage concurrently your
growth strategy and risk profile So, is your network unable to keep pace with business growth and requirements?
This Director Growth Critical Questions Skills Assessment book puts you in control by letting you ask what's
important, and in the meantime, ask yourself; how does your organizations growth strategy impact business license
compliance? So you can stop wondering 'what is the Director Growth skills business impact?' and instead assess
your Director Growth skills workforce capability and capacity needs, including skills, competencies, and staffing
levels. This Director Growth Guide is unlike books you're used to. If you're looking for a textbook, this might not be
for you. This book and its included digital components is for you who understands the importance of asking great
questions. This gives you the questions to uncover the Director Growth challenges you're facing and generate better
solutions to solve those problems. INCLUDES all the tools you need to an in-depth Director Growth Skills
Assessment. Featuring new and updated case-based questions, organized into seven core levels of Director Growth
maturity, this Skills Assessment will help you identify areas in which Director Growth improvements can be made. In
using the questions you will be better able to: Diagnose Director Growth projects, initiatives, organizations,
businesses and processes using accepted diagnostic standards and practices. Implement evidence-based best
practice strategies aligned with overall goals. Integrate recent advances in Director Growth and process design
strategies into practice according to best practice guidelines. Using the Skills Assessment tool gives you the Director
Growth Scorecard, enabling you to develop a clear picture of which Director Growth areas need attention. Your
purchase includes access to the Director Growth skills assessment digital components which gives you your
dynamically prioritized projects-ready tool that enables you to define, show and lead your organization exactly with
what's important.
The Director's Voice
Apr 01 2020 Presents interviews with contemporary American theatrical directors
The Director's Book: Role of Directors for National Banks and Federal Savings Associations
Jul 05 2020 The Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) charters, regulates, and supervises all national banks and federal savings
associations (collectively, banks), as well as federal branches and agencies of foreign banks. In regulating banks, the
OCC has the power to:* examine the banks.* approve or deny applications for new charters, branches, capital, or
otherchanges in corporate or banking structure.* take supervisory actions against banks that do not comply with
lawsand regulations or that otherwise engage in unsafe or unsound practices.The OCC also can remove officers and
directors, negotiate agreementsto change banking practices, and issue cease-and-desist (C&D) orders aswell as civil
money penalties (CMP).* issue rules and regulations, legal interpretations, and corporate decisionsgoverning
investments, lending, and other activities.Boards of directors play critical roles in the successful operation of banks.
The OCC recognizes the challenges facing bank directors. The Director's Book: Role of Directors for National Banks
and Federal Savings Associations helps directors fulfill their responsibilities in a prudent manner. This book provides
an overview of the OCC, outlines directors' responsibilities as well as management's role, explains basic concepts
and standards for safe and sound operation of banks, and delineates laws and regulations that apply to banks. To
better understand a particular bank activity and its associated risks, directors should refer to the Comptroller's
Handbook booklets, including the "Corporate and Risk Governance" booklet. For information generally found in
board reports, including "red flags"--ratios or trends that may signal existing or potential problems--directors should
refer to Detecting Red Flags in Board Reports: A Guide for Directors..
Report to Coca-Cola Marketing Director
Oct 08 2020 Essay from the year 2011 in the subject Business economics Business Management, Corporate Governance, grade: 7.0, , course: Postgraduate Diploma in Business Management
and Service Quality Management, language: English, abstract: Coca-Cola is a leading company that provides
consumers all over the world with non-alcoholic beverages. The consumption of its products and the great variety of
brands are widely known. However, the company currently faces some serious charges, labour rights for instance,
which affect its reputation and go against the good image that the organisation has carried for many decades. This
report aims to show the Coca-Cola Marketing Director the importance of demonstrating to its consumers the direct
connection between ethics and marketing. It is common in the business environment of a company to raise some
problems related to ethics, i.e. professional conducts and moral principles. However, this discussion has to be clear
anticipated, and the company needs to act accordingly. The range of business ethical situations reflects not only the
trade that the company is in but also internally in the individual involved at the daily activities of Coca-Cola.
GRANT MORRISON'S AVATAREX - DESTROYER OF DARKNESS DIRECTOR'S CUT EDITION #1
May 15 2021
CREATED AND WRITTEN by legendary icon, GRANT MORRISON (Batman, All Star Superman, The Invisibles, 18
Days), comes his newest hero AVATAREX. What happens when an all-powerful super-being awakens to fight the Last
War of the Age - only to discover he's been sent too EARLY for the End Days and must somehow learn to exist in a
world that's too small and too frail to survive his presence? "At a time when I feel I've said about as much as I have to

say about the American superhero, this is an opportunity to re-imagine the entire concept through a different cultural
lens," said Grant Morrison. SPECIAL DIRECTOR¡¯S CUT EDITION: Special issue includes Grant Morrison¡¯s script for
Issue 1, Black and White art from superstar artist Jeevan J. Kang, character designs, & sketches!
Anti-Money Laundering
Dec 30 2019 This book is aimed at non-executive directors of Guernsey firms covered by the
Criminal Justice (Proceeds of Crime) Regulations, either for financial services businesses or for legal professionals,
accountants and estate agents. These Regulations place requirements on such firms to put in place policies and
procedures to prevent and forestall money laundering and terrorist financing - and hold the directors of those firms
responsible for ensuring that this is done to the required standard. It is essential that every director - whether
executive or non-executive - is aware of the heightened requirements of Guernsey's AML/CFT regime, and of his
specific responsibilities under the four tenets of that regime: customer due diligence, record-keeping, internal
reporting, and staff training.
The Director Jul 29 2022 The first book ever written about FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover by a member of his personal
staff--his former assistant, Paul Letersky--The Director offers unprecedented insight into an American legend.
Jordan Peele Jul 25 2019 Submitted for your approval: one comedian-turned-horror-film-director Jordan Peele. Peele
performed on the comedy television shows MADtv and SNL before teaming up with fellow comedian Keegan-Michael
Key to make their own sketch comedy program, Key & Peele. Yet, when Peele tried his hand at writing and directing,
he switched genres from comedy to horror with the films Get Out and Us. Regardless of genre, Peele's works often
aim to touch upon real-life social issues in an entertaining way. Jordan Peele examines the life, career, and
inspirations of this talented comedian, screenwriter, and director.
Director of Business Operations Critical Questions Skills Assessment
May 03 2020 Are the enterprises operations
able to achieve the value expected by the implementation? Are you actively involved in the management and daily
business operations of the business? Can different levels of alignment be found and related to metrics of business
success? Does management carry out your organizations mission, vision, core values and strategy? Have you
provided better alignment between business operations and operational forces? How to ensure continuity of
business operations and build resiliency in the new normal? How will your organization ensure continuity of
business operations with the new system? What can the rest of the enterprise do to embed sustainability in business
operations? What exactly is ITSM and why does it matter to IT operations and businesses in general? What functions
would have to be done immediately after your organization interruption? This Director of Business Operations Guide
is unlike books you're used to. If you're looking for a textbook, this might not be for you. This book and its included
digital components is for you who understands the importance of asking great questions. This gives you the
questions to uncover the Director of Business Operations challenges you're facing and generate better solutions to
solve those problems. Defining, designing, creating, and implementing a process to solve a challenge or meet an
objective is the most valuable role... In EVERY group, company, organization and department. Unless you're talking a
one-time, single-use project, there should be a process. That process needs to be designed by someone with a
complex enough perspective to ask the right questions. Someone capable of asking the right questions and step
back and say, 'What are we really trying to accomplish here? And is there a different way to look at it?' This SelfAssessment empowers people to do just that - whether their title is entrepreneur, manager, consultant,
(Vice-)President, CxO etc... - they are the people who rule the future. They are the person who asks the right
questions to make Director of Business Operations investments work better. This Director of Business Operations AllInclusive Self-Assessment enables You to be that person. INCLUDES all the tools you need to an in-depth Director of
Business Operations Self-Assessment. Featuring new and updated case-based questions, organized into seven core
levels of Director of Business Operations maturity, this Self-Assessment will help you identify areas in which Director
of Business Operations improvements can be made. In using the questions you will be better able to: Diagnose
Director of Business Operations projects, initiatives, organizations, businesses and processes using accepted
diagnostic standards and practices. Implement evidence-based best practice strategies aligned with overall goals.
Integrate recent advances in Director of Business Operations and process design strategies into practice according
to best practice guidelines. Using the Self-Assessment tool gives you the Director of Business Operations Scorecard,
enabling you to develop a clear picture of which Director of Business Operations areas need attention. Your purchase
includes access to the Director of Business Operations self-assessment digital components which gives you your
dynamically prioritized projects-ready tool that enables you to define, show and lead your organization exactly with
what's important.
On Directing Feb 21 2022 The profession of directing is barely a century old. On Directing considers the position of
the director in theater and performance today. What is a director? How do they begin work on a play or performance?
What methods are used in rehearsal? Is the director an enabler, a collaborator or dictator? As we enter the new
millennium, is the very concept of directing under increasing threat from changes in thinking and practice? The full
diversity of today's approaches to directing are explored through a series of interviews with leading contemporary
practitioners. On Directing is a landmark book about the director's craft.
Director Sales Critical Questions Skills Assessment
Jan 11 2021 You want to know how to define your complete
sales process and sales funnel. In order to do that, you need the answer to how will the process owner and team be
able to hold the gains? The problem is what impact will your value decisions have on employees, which makes you
feel asking who will facilitate the team and process? We believe there is an answer to problems like does the team

have regular meetings. We understand you need to stay ahead of constantly changing customer needs which is why
an answer to 'do you have the optimal project management team structure?' is important. Here's how you do it with
this book: 1. Best gather and stay close to all customer demand signals 2. Measure the impact of your talent
development program 3. Plan to handle your competition So, how will the evaluation process include stakeholders?
This Director Sales Critical Questions Skills Assessment book puts you in control by letting you ask what's
important, and in the meantime, ask yourself; how will your customer measure your solutions value? So you can stop
wondering 'what will be the impact on sales performance for each strategy?' and instead plan to address competitive
responses to your launch. This Director Sales Guide is unlike books you're used to. If you're looking for a textbook,
this might not be for you. This book and its included digital components is for you who understands the importance
of asking great questions. This gives you the questions to uncover the Director Sales challenges you're facing and
generate better solutions to solve those problems. INCLUDES all the tools you need to an in-depth Director Sales
Skills Assessment. Featuring new and updated case-based questions, organized into seven core levels of Director
Sales maturity, this Skills Assessment will help you identify areas in which Director Sales improvements can be
made. In using the questions you will be better able to: Diagnose Director Sales projects, initiatives, organizations,
businesses and processes using accepted diagnostic standards and practices. Implement evidence-based best
practice strategies aligned with overall goals. Integrate recent advances in Director Sales and process design
strategies into practice according to best practice guidelines. Using the Skills Assessment tool gives you the Director
Sales Scorecard, enabling you to develop a clear picture of which Director Sales areas need attention. Your purchase
includes access to the Director Sales skills assessment digital components which gives you your dynamically
prioritized projects-ready tool that enables you to define, show and lead your organization exactly with what's
important.
Becoming a Director
Nov 01 2022 This title looks at becoming a director and doing it well. It is not just a list of rules
but is a practical guide - giving directors the wherewithal and the confidence to do their job.
Pedro Almodovar Apr 25 2022 The book provides a detailed introduction to the essential themes, style, and
aesthetics of Pedro Almodovar's films, put in the context of Spain's profound cultural transitions since 1980. With
precise and close analysis, the book covers the major concerns of the most successful of all Spanish film directors
and makes direct, clear connections to the logic of Almodovar's aesthetic and stylistic choices. By spanning the
entirety of Pedro Almodovar's feature making career, the book emphasizes the director's sensibility to make the
outrageous believable and to always give a unique spin to the issues Spanish history, culture and identity. A detailed
and comprehensive approach to all of Pedro Almodovar's feature films from the outrageous 1980 "Pepi, Luci, Bom
and Other Girls on the Heap" to the sophisticated 2004 "Bad Education", this book provides more than an
introduction an intimate look at the topics, style, aesthetics and cultural sensibilities of Spain's most distinguished
and celebrated film director since Luis Bunuel. By focusing on a film-by-film, and often scene-by-scene analysis, this
book offers a meticulous interpretation of characters, situations, allusions and cultural intersections, as well as
emphasizing the meaning and weight of cultural, historical and social contexts. The book traces the evolution of
Almodovar's career, from the perspective of aesthetic, narrative and stylistic concerns and places those changes in
the logical context of Spain's historical trajectory from the end of Franco's dictatorship to the transition to
democracy, exploring Almodovar's interest on issues of identity, sexuality, and nationalism.
CSI Oct 27 2019 There are certain films and shows that resonate with audiences everywhere—they generate
discussion and debate about everything from gender, class, citizenship and race, to consumerism and social identity.
This new ‘teachable canon’ of film and television introduces students to alternative classics that range from silent
film to CSI. Since its debut in September 2000, CSI’s fusion of cinematic spectacle, forensic pathology and character
drama has regularly drawn in tens of millions of viewers around the world This original new study investigates CSI’s
cultural importance, both for the media industry and for the criminal justice system itself, exploring its formal and
narrative style, and its impact on media culture CSI provides a model for studying how genre, narrative, industry
concerns, and the broad 'public life' of a television series contribute to our understanding of the nature and function
of contemporary popular television
The Role of Independent Directors After Sarbanes-Oxley
Jul 17 2021 This book is intended to provide independent
directors and their advisors with an understanding of the primary legal and governance issues that have evolved in
the corporate governance environment since the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002. The text on the
accompanying CD-ROM sourcebook offers hypertext linked footnotes to direct lawyers (or interested non-lawyers) to
legal source material.
Directing the Decades
Jun 23 2019 Directing the Decades is an examination of the development of theatre in the UK
since the revolution of the 1950s until the present day, viewed through the individual progress of a female director
from a working-class background. In this book, theatre history and lessons on directing are interwoven: the history is
presented decade by decade, examining particular productions. Each historical theatre chapter is followed by a
method chapter examining directorial influences and techniques predominant in each decade, as well as examining
the working experience of the author in that decade. The book also includes practical advice on the directing
process, including exercises, plans for rehearsals, and camera plans. Sue Dunderdale offers a unique perspective on
the evolution of theatre directing in the UK, and her work, which served as the foundation of the creation of the
Theatre Lab and Directing program at RADA, continues to influence working directors today. Directing the Decades

will be of interest to students and practitioners of theatre directing, acting, and theatre history, and to theatregoers
with a consciousness of class and how it impacts on our lives. The book also offers access to online transcripts of
interviews with 16 practitioners, including Rufus Norris, Michelle Terry, Kwame Kwei-Armah, Indhu Rubasingham,
Nadia Latif, and Nadia Fall.
MaMaMa: Magical Director Mako-chan's Magical Guidance
Jan 29 2020 The debut work of OKAYADO—the creator of
Monster Musume! Mako-chan is striving to become a professional witch, but before she can graduate from school,
she must travel to the human world to complete her studies. It’s there she meets a lewd young man named Onodera
Junji, whose interest in Mako-chan is far from pure. Can Mako-chan’s magic skills transform a pervert such as Junji
into a good person?
The Director and Directing
Jun 27 2022 This book critically assesses the artistry of contemporary directors. Its
discussion includes the work of Declan Donnellan, Thomas Ostermeier, Deborah Warner, Simon Stone and Krzysztof
Warlikowski. Alongside the work of wider theorists (Patrice Pavis and Erika Fischer-Lichte), it uses neuroaesthetic
theory (Semir Zeki) and cognitive and creative process models to offer an original means to discuss the performance
event, emotion, brain structures and concepts, and the actors body in performance. It offers first-hand observation of
rehearsals led by Katie Mitchell, Ivo van Hove, Carrie Cracknell and the Steppenwolf Theatre. It also explores devising
in relation to the work of Simon McBurney and contemporary groups, and scenography in relation to the work of
Dmitry Krymov, Robert Wilson and Robert Lepage. The Director and Directing argues that the director creates a type
of knowledge, 'reward and 'resonant experience (G. Gabrielle Starr) through instinctive and expert choices.
Annual Report of the Director of Selective Service for the Fiscal Year ... to the Congress of the United States
Pursuant to the Universal Military Training and Service Act as Amended
Aug 18 2021
Director's Choice
Mar 01 2020 Malcolm Rogers, director of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, here takes the reader on
a virtual tour of the MFA's most outstanding masterworks. The objects presented cover a full range of times and
cultures, from Yorumba veranda posts, Mayan drinking vessels and Asian decorative arts to paintings, sculptures,
and prints by the likes of Hopper, O'Keeffe, Pollock, Homer, Rubens, Turner and many other old and modern masters.
Based on the Director's Choice Audio Tour, one of the museum's most popular attractions, Director's Choice
presents the best of the best, allowing both frequent visitors and those who have never set foot in the museum to
enjoy its most notable treasures at leisure. Nothing can replace an actual visit, of course, but the combination of
Rogers's authoritative and enthusiastic commentary and the large full-color reproductions of each object bring one
as close as any book can come. Not only that, but the experience can be replayed again and again. A perfect souvenir
and an ideal introduction, Director's Choice informatively and enjoyably demonstrates why the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, is one of the world's leading cultural institutions.
The Film Director's Team
Sep 06 2020 The Assistant Director and the Production Manager are essential elements to
the smooth operation and successful completion of any film. This is the first in-depth and thorough study of these
jobs. A must read for all contemplating working in this field, as well as for all students of film directing and film
production. Includes practical discussions of cost reporting, script breakdown, production boards, scheduling,
production reports, and much more.
Managing Director's Statement to the Development Committee
Jun 15 2021 A Statement from the Managing Director
of the International Monetary Fund, Rodrigo de Rato, for the Committee's seventy-third meeting to be held in
Washington, D.C., on Sunday, April 23, 2006.
Annual Report of the Director of the Bureau of Standards to the Secretary of Commerce and Labor for the Fiscal Year
Ended ... Aug 25 2019
The Director Aug 30 2022 NO ONE TAKES WHAT'S MINE. The lovely attorney kept a secret from me. A baby she's
been carrying since Valentine's night. The night we were thrown together by the roulette wheel. She never contacted
me. Meant to keep me in the dark. She's about to find out what happens when you cross a bratva boss. Punishment is
in order. Sequestering until the birth. And I'll use that time to win her surrender. Because I don't just plan to keep the
baby- I plan to make his mother my bride. And it would be much better for both of us if she were willing. Note: The
Paperback version of The Director also includes the prequel, "Prelude".
The Effective Director
Nov 20 2021 The Effective Director is a best practice guide for improving your personal
effectiveness and that of the board on which you serve - whether it's for a FTSE company, a small business, a public
sector body or a board of trustees. Using case studies and research from the Institute of Directors it provides you
with useful insights into the workings of an effective board and the real importance and benefits of good
governance.Dealing with core issues such as the role of the board and the duties of directors, the book moves onto
more practical topics such as building effectiveness, leadership and using existing talent to deliver extra competitive
value. With special reference to small businesses, the Not-for-Profit sector and ethics and values, The Effective
Director will help you to review and improve your own performance, and respond to the governance challenges in
your organization.
Semiannual Report of the Director of Selective Service
Jan 23 2022
The Independent Director in Society
Mar 25 2022 Things will always go wrong in organisations. The question is how
quickly will they get caught and put right? The problem facing every organisation today – our businesses,
universities, health services, or the many other sporting and charitable institutions that shape our society – is that the
relationship between their executive management and those whose job it is to oversee them (whether they are called

non-executive or independent directors, trustees, or governors) has become unbalanced. The Independent Director in
Society shows how to rebalance it. Based on original, in-depth research from Henley Business School, this is the first
book to survey and analyse the governance crisis right across society rather than just focus upon the business
sector. The authors show that – despite their many differences – all organisations have many issues, behaviours and
problems in common. The same problems require, in many cases, the same solutions. Sometimes they don’t. The
authors offer two answers. The first lies in the realm of policy. Not a need for more legislation, but a move to give the
existing codes of practice back their teeth and make them fit for purpose. The second lies with independent directors
themselves. Urgent improvement is needed in standards of thought and action as well as the calibre of these
directors. Above all, directors need to develop an independent mindset that will enable them to make better, more
accurate decisions. There are many elements to creating this culture, including selection, training and education for
directors, and support from chairs and executive teams, but most of all directors themselves must recognise their
responsibilities in a complex and volatile world.
Conversations with Directors
Dec 22 2021 Founded in 1973, the journal Literature/Film Quarterly has featured
interviews with some of the most prominent and influential filmmakers from around the world. In Conversations with
Directors, the journal's coeditors have assembled an exciting collection of interviews spanning 35 years. Interviewees
include directors like Robert Wise, Billy Wilder, Frank Capra, Federico Fellini, William Friedkin, and Robert Altman.
Organized chronologically, each interview is preceded by a short introduction that establishes a contemporary
context, along with providing the reader with a clear sense of the interview's primary concerns, usefully illuminating
the many fascinating, and sometimes surprising, points of connection and difference between the directors.
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